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CEO/Founder: 
Tracy Young  

Category: 
Intelligent Record Set, Remote 
Connectivity, Lifecycle Data

Website: 
https://www.plangrid.com/ 

Location: 
Global - Headquarters in  
San Francisco with local presence 
throughout the US and in Canada, 
UK, Hong Kong and Australia

PlanGrid’s easy-to-use mobile-first technology gives construction and operations teams access 
to all project data everywhere they go. PlanGrid empowers GCs, Subcontractors and Owners to 
collaborate in real-time and keep up with changes as they happen. By streamlining document 
management and control, providing collaborators with easy access to all project information from 
any device, and collaborating on a common platform, teams create a comprehensive record of the 
construction and operations phases of a project’s lifecycle. Benefits include:

Low productivity and a low digitization rate have sparked an influx of new 
technology being developed, which has the potential to make a profound 
impact on the risks involved on construction projects and within asset 
management such as safety risk and design risk. Aon understands that this 
trend may be of interest to our clients and has created the Technology 
Corner to profile different construction technology and asset management 
companies. Each profile gives an overview of the technology, addresses its risk 
treatment potential, and identifies what insurance policies its implementation 
could impact. Our goal is multi-faceted to raise awareness about leading 
construction and asset management technologies that could help reduce risk 
on site for the purposes of educating our clients and the insurance markets.

Product Description

Technology Corner Profile

Data

Productivity

Budget

Good data leads to better decisions. 
PlanGrid mitigates risk throughout 
the project lifecycle by automatically 
capturing that history and data. 

By providing immediate access to up 
to date plans, specifications, progress 
photos, and tasks, customers save an 
average of 6.5 hours per employee 
per week. 

PlanGrid increases team collaboration 
and ensures everyone is building 
from the most current set, reducing 
overruns from rework and costly delays.

Risks Treated
Key risks mitigated by PlanGrid’s system 
include:
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Impacted Insurance Policies
Insurance policies that will be positively impacted by PlanGrid:

Comments from the Founder
“Throughout an asset’s lifecycle, teams need to make decisions faster to build and maintain with 
more confidence with less risk. With PlanGrid, data is collected, distributed and transferred from 
design through construction to operations. PlanGrid reduces risk by providing access to critical 
data at the point of decision regardless of the lifecycle phase.”   
 - Tracy Young, Co-Founder/CEO
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